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INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a Banach space, X* its conjugate space, and let (~7, x) denote the 
value of the functional w E X* at x E X. If C : X+ X is a compact linear 
operator and C*: X* -+ X* its adjoint operator, then the following classical 
Fredholm alternative is well known. 
Either x - Cx q = y z’s uniquely solvable fey each y in X, in which case 
u - C*u = f is also uniquely solvable for each f E X*, OT the null space 
.N(I - C) # (0) with 01 = dim N(I - C) < co; in the latter case 
dim N((I - C)*) = /3 < 00, 01 = p, and XI - Cx = y is solvable $7 
y E N((I - c)*y = (x E x 1 (w, x) = 0 for w E N((I - C)“)> 
while u - C*u = f is solvable zyf E N(I - C)l-. 
In [7] Kachurovskii extended (without proof) the above alternative to 
nonlinear equations of the form r - Fx = f with F compact and 
asymptotically linear. The object of this article is twofold. First, in Section 1 
we show that the result stated in [7] is valid for a more general class of 
asymptotically linear R-ball-contractions with K < 1. As a corollary of our 
Theorem 1 below, we also deduce an alternative attributed to NeEas [6]. 
Second, in Section 2 we use the alternative from [7] (i.e., Proposition 2 below) 
to establish the existence of classical solutions for certain nonlinear elliptic 
boundary-value problems. As a corollary of our Theorem 2 below we deduce 
Amann’s existence Theorem [2] and thus provide topological arguments for 
the existence of classical solutions for problems treated in [2] by means of 
the nonlinear monotone iteration method. As was pointed out in [2], the 
boundary value problems discussed here attracted a considerable attention 
during the last few years (see [2] for numerous references) since they occur 
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in chemical reactor theory and nonlinear diffusion processes. We add that 
the result of [7] has been recently also used by HaE [5] to study nonlinear 
boundary-value problems in the potential theory. 
1. FREDHOLM ALTERNATIVE FOR ASYn~TOTICALLT 
LINEAR K-BALL-CONTRACTIONS 
We begin with some definitions. Let X be a Banach space and D a bounded 
subset of X. Following Kuratowski [9], we define y(D), the set-measure of 
noncompactness of D, to be inf{d > 0 / D can be covered by a finite number 
of subsets whose diameters < d). According to 141, the ball-measure of 
noncompactness of D, x(D), is defined to be inf(r > 0 1 D can be covered by 
a &ite number of balls with centers in X and radius I->. The above terminoi- 
ogy is justified by the fact that y(D) = 0 if? x(D) = 0 iff D is compact. It was 
shown by Darbo [3] that if D and E are bounded subsets of X, then 
y(h) + E) < y(D) + y(E) and r@(D)) = y(D), where D + E = (3 + y 
j x E D, y E E) and Co(D) denotes the closure of the convex hull of D. Similar 
results hoId for the ball-measure x. If T: X - X is a continuous (in general 
nonlinear) bounded mapping, then we say that T is k-ball contractiwe if 
XV(D)) G kx(D) f or each bounded subset D C X and some k > 0; we say 
that T is K-set contractive if y(T(D)) < kr(D) for every bounded D C X. 
It follows that C is compact iff C is O-ball contractive or 0-set-contractive. 
If S: X+- X is such that Ij Sx - Sy 11 < I \j Y - y 11 Qx, y E X, then S is 
Z-ball contractive and (Z-set contractive). However, if S is defined only on a 
proper subset D(S) C X, then S is still I-set contra&e but it is unknown 
whether S is Z-ball contractive. This shows that the classes of mappings 
defined by means of x and y are different although they have a number of 
similar properties. Clearly, if S, C: X -+ X are as above, then S + C is 
I-ball and I-set contractive. For other examples of &ball and k-set contrac- 
tive mappings see [12, 14, 171. 
Following Mrasnoselskii [S] we call a nonlinear mapping T: X -+ X 
asymptotically hear if there exists T, E L(X), called the asymptotic derivative 
of T, such that for all x in X 
T(x) = T,(x) + Q(x) with \I (J(x)\\/\\ .2^ Ij -+ 0 as jj x 11 + co. (‘i) 
It was shown in [S] that if T is compact, then T, is also compact and this 
fact was used in [S] and later by other authors (see [S] for numerous references) 
to establish the existence of solutions for certain classes of nonlinear integral 
equations of Ursysohn and Hammerstein type. Kachurowskii [7] also used 
this fact to state without proof his alternative for compact asymptotically 
linear maps. 
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The basic result in this section is Theorem 1 below which extends the 
alternative in [7] to asymptotically linear k-ball contractions T: X+ X 
with k < 1. In our proof of Theorem 1 we use the properties of bounded 
linear k-ball and k-set contractions with k < 1 established in [4, 131 and the 
properties of the topological degree for nonlinear k-ball and k-set contractive 
vector fields developed independently in [16, 121. 
THEOREM 1. Let T: X -+ X be a nonlinear k-ball contraction and T’: 
X*+X* a non&ear k-set contraction with k < 1 such that T and T’ aye 
asymptotically linear with T, and T,*, the adjoint of T, , as their respective 
asymptotic dmivatives. 
Then, either the equations 
x - T(x) = y in X; 
u - T’(u) = w in X* 
(4 
(a*> 
are solvable for arzy y E X and w E X”, OY iV(I - T,) # (01. In the latter case, 
under the additional assumption that 
T(x) - T,(x) E iV((I - T,)*)I V x E X, (2) 
Eq. (a) is solvable z# y E N((I - T,)*)l; similarly, under the assumption that 
T’(u) - T,*(u) E N(I - T,)I V u E X”, (2”) 
Eq. (a*) is solvable iff w f N(I - T)I. 
Proof. The validity of Theorem 1 follows from the following propositions. 
PROPOSITION 1. If T: X + X is asymptotically linear k-ball contraction 
with k < 1 and with T, EL(X) as its asynzptotic derivative, then T, is also 
k-ball contraction. 
Proof. Since T, is asymptotic derivative of T, for any given E > 0 there 
esists p > 0 such that 11 T(x) - Tm(x)i)ll < 42 1) x/j if /I x 11 > p. Now, since 
T, is a bounded linear map, to show that T, is k-ball contractive it suffices 
to prove that x(TJ&)) < k, where S, = (x E X 1 1) x Ij = l} with ~(4) = 1. 
Foranyt>pandxES,lety=txThenjjyII=tand 
II T(Y) - ~co(Y)ll < 4 II y II = B te. 
Hence, [/(l/t) T(tx) - T,(x)j[ < ~12 f or all x E S, and t > p, so the set 
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Tso(SI) C ~V~,,(l/t) T(tS,)) for t > p, where N,(A) denotes the S-neighbor- 
hood of the set A. Consequently, by the properties of x, one has 
Since the last inequality is true for every E > 0, it follows that x( Tz(SJ) < k, 
i.e., T, is k-ball contractive. QED. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let T: X + X be an asymptotically linear k-ball contractive 
mapwitlzk<l.If 
T(x) - T,(x) E N((I - T33)*)2. V x E X, 
then Eq. (a) is solvable for a given y E X ifly E Ar((Z - T,)*)i. 
(2) 
Proof. By Proposition 1, T, : X -+ X is a bounded linear k-ball con- 
tractive map with k < 1. Hence, by the results in [4, 131, H(I - T,) is closed, 
dim N(Z -- T,) < zoo, and dim Ar(Z - T=) == dim lV((Z - T,)“), i.e., 
I - T, is Fredholm of index i(Z - T,) := 0. Since dim N(Z - TX) --_ codim 
R(Z -- T,), there exists a closed linear subspace X, of X and a finite dimen- 
sional subspace N, of X such that dim .V(Z - Tco) - dim NI , {O} = 
N(Z - T=) n Xl, ,V, n R(Z-- Y',) - {Oj, X = N(Z - Too) @ X1 = 
R(I - TW) @ N1 , R(I - T,) = (I - T,)(X,) and (I - T,)&, has a 
bounded inverse. 
SQiciency. Let y be any given element in N((Z - T,)*)I, i.e., 
y E R(Z - Tco) since in our case :V((Z - Ym)*)I - N(Z - T,). Suppose, 
contrary to our assertion, that x: - T(x) :# y V x E X. Since TY(x) -= 
T(x) -1-y is k-ball contractive with k < 1 and x + T,(x) V x E X, it follows 
from the degree theory in [16, 121 that deg(Z -- ‘r;, R(0, Y), 0) is well 
defined and equals 0 for each T > 0. We will show that this leads to a 
contradiction. 
Let 17 be a linear isomorphism of N(I - T,) onto IV,, P a continuous 
projection of X onto N(Z - T,) and M: X-t X a linear map defined by 
M-T=+ C, where C = ZIP: X-+ Ai,. Since C is compact, M is k-ball 
contractive. Furthermore, Z - M is a bijective map of X onto itself. In view 
of the results in [13], to verify the last assertion, it suffices to show that 
Z - M is one-to-one. Suppose x - Mx = 0. Then (I - T,)x = .-Cx and, 
since R(Z - TJ n IV1 = {0), it follows that C’x = 0 and (I - T,)x = 0. 
Since CT = IIPz and Z7 is one-to-one, Px -= 0 and so x E XI . This and the 
fact that x - TJx) = 0 imply that x = 0, i.e., I - M is one-to-one. Hence, 
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there exists 992 > 0 such that ]I(1 - &f)x jl 3 m 11 x 11 for all x E X. Now, since 
T, is the asymptotic derivative of T, to each E > 0 there corresponds an 
p > 0 such that 11 TX - TJ /j < E jl x 11 if /I x I/ >, p and thus, for a given y, 
we can choose E>O and rap so that (m-E)Y--/y]l>O. Let H,: 
B(0, r) x [0, 11 -j X b e a homotopy given by H,(x) = t(T(x) + y) + 
(1 - t)(Ta + C)(x). It follows easily that, for each t E [0, 11, Ht : B(O, r) + X 
is a k-ball contractive map which is continuous in t E [O, l), uniformly for 
x E B(O, P). Moreover, x + Ht(x) for x E B(O, Y) and t E [0, 11. Indeed, 
suppose contrary to our assertion that x = H,(x) for some x G Z?(O, Y) and 
t E [0, 11. It follows then that (I - T,)x - t(Tx - T,x) - ty = (1 - t)Cx; 
hence 
(I - T,) x - t(Tx - T,x) - ty = 0, (1 - t) cx = 0, (3) 
since, by assumption (2) and the fact that R(I - T,) = N((I - T,)*)l, 
(1 - t) Cx E N1 and (I- T,) x - t(Tx - T,x) - ty E R(I - T,). Now, if 
t = 0, then (3) implies that (I - T,)x = 0 and Cx = 0. Therefore, 
(I- il4)x = 0 and so .2* = 0, in contradiction to the fact that 11 x j] = r. 
If t = 1, then (3) implies that x - Tx = y, in contradiction to our supposition 
If t E (0, 1), then it follows from (3) that (I- Jf)x - t(Tx - T,x) - ty = 0 
and therefore we obtain the contradiction 
0 = 11 x - AtIx - t(Tx - T,x) - ty I/ > \/(I - M)x 11 - jl TX - T,x 1) 
- II y II 3 (m - + - II y = > 0 
by our choice of r. Thus, by the homotopy result in [12, 161, deg(.Z - H, , 
B(0, r), 0) is constant in t E [0, 11. It follows from this that deg(l- T,, 
B(0, r), 0) = deg(1 - AT, B(0, r), 0) # 0 since I - &1 is a one-to-one with 
AI a bounded linear (and thus odd) k-ball contraction with K < 1. This 
contradiction proves the sufficiency part. 
Necessity. Suppose that y E X is such that x - TX = y for some x E X. 
Since, by (2), Tx - T,x E N((1- T,)*)‘- = R(I - T,) it follows that 
y = x - T,x - (Tx - Tax) lies in RQ - T,) = N((I - T,)*)l. 
Remark 1. It should be noted that under our hypothesis on T, the 
condition (2) is equivalent to the requirement that R(I - T) C R(I - T,). 
An immediate consequence of Propositions 1 and 2 and the fact that 
I - T, is Fredholm of index 0 is the following 
PROPOSITION 3. If T: X -+ X is an asymptotically linear k-ball contraction 
with k < 1 such that N(I - T,) = (01, then Eq. (a) is solvable in X fw 
each y in X. 
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It was noted in [7] that there are examples of nonlinear integral equations 
which show that even when T is compact the solutions of the equation 
dc - TX = y under conditions of Proposition 3 cannot be unique (concerning 
multiple solutions see [2]). 
Now we consider the solvability problem for an equation which in a 
certain sense is adjoint to Eq. (a). 
PROPOSITION 4. Let T: X + X be k-ball contmztive and 7”: X* -+ X* 
k-set co&active with k < 1 such that T and T’ are asymptotically linear with 
T, ad T,* as their respective asymptotic derivatives. Suppose that 
T’u - T,” u E N(I - T,)l tr u f X”. (2*) 
Then Eq. (a*) (i.e., u - T’u = w) is sqlvable iu X* ifl w E N(I - T,)l. 
Proof. Since, by Proposition 1, T, is k-ball contractive, Lemma 2 in [13] 
implies that T,*: X* -+ X*, which is the asymptotic derivative of T’, is 
k-set contractive. Hence, by the results in [13], (I- T,)* is Fredholm of 
index 0 and, in particular, (I- T,) * is a bijective map of X* onto itself if 
(1 - T,)* is one-to-one. The degree theory in [16, 121 for the maps of the 
form I- F; where F is k-set contractive with k < 1, and the same arguments 
as those used in the proof of Proposition 2 show that, under condition (27, 
Eq. (a*) is solvable iff w E N(I - T,)I = R((1 - ‘Tmj*). QED. 
An immediate consequence of Proposition 4 is the following, 
PROPOSITION 5. Suppose T ad T’ satisfy the condition of Proposition 4 
except for (2”). If N(I - T,) = (01, then Eq. (a*) is solvable in X* for each 
wcx*. 
As a special case of Theorem 1 we state Corollary 1 below which, as will 
be shown elsewhere, is well suited for applications to differential and integro- 
differential equations. 
COROLLARY 1. Let C: X+ X and C’: X* + X* be compact mappings 
with asymptotic derivatives C, and Cm*, respectively, and let S: X+ X be a 
bounded linear k-ball contractive operator with k < 1. 
Then either the equations 
x-sx-cx=y in X, u - S”u - C’u = w in X*, (41 
are solvable for any y in X and w E X”, or the equation x - Sx - C,x = 0 
has nontrivial solutions. In the latter case (nssumiug that [Cx - C,x] E 
[N(I - s -. c,)*yv x E x; [C’(u) - C,“u] E [AyI - s - C,)y- v u E X”) 
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the equation x - Sx - Czz = y (respectively, 24 - S*u - c’u = w) is 
solvable zjf y E [N((I - S - C,)*)]-‘- (respectively, w E N(I - S - Cm)‘-). 
Proof. Since C is a compact asymptotically linear map, Lemma 3.1 
in [SJ implies that C, is compact. Hence the map T = S + C is asymptotic- 
ally linear k-ball contractive map with T, = S + C, , while T’ = 
S” + c’: x*+x* is asymptotically linear k-set contraction with its 
asymptotic derivative T,’ = S* + Cm*, which is k-set contraction and such 
that T,’ = T,*. Since T(x) - T,(x) = C(x) - Cm(x) for each x E X and 
T’(u) - T,*(U) = C(U) - Cm*(u) for each u E X*, we see that T = S + C 
and T’ = S* + C’ satisfy all the conditions of Theorem 1 and therefore 
Corollary 1 follows as a special case of Theorem 1. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2. If S = 0, Corollary 1 reduces to the alternative of 
Kachurowskii [7]. 
As our next corollary of Theorem 1 we deduce the following result 
attributed to Ne2as (see [6] p. 153). 
COROLLARY 2. Let X and Y be real Banach spaces, C: Y + X a compact 
linear map, and B, N: X--f Y continuous and bounded mappings such that 
and 
B is odd and homogeneous, (5) 
It Nx Ml x Ii -+ 0 as ]jxjl+co. (6) 
If the mapping I + CB: X + X is one-to-one, tlzen the equation 
(I+ C(B + N)>(x) =.f, (7) 
is solvable for each f E X. 
Proof. Since I -f- CB: X+ X is one-to-one, with CB compact, odd, and 
homogeneous, it follows from the degree arguments for odd operators that 
I + CB maps X onto itself. Hence (I + CB)-l is a continuous mapping X 
onto X which is also bounded since it is homogeneous. Consequently, 
Eq. (7) is equivalent to the equation 
Y - T(Y) =f 
in X, where T = - CN(I + CB)-1 is a compact mapping of X into X with T 
having the mapping T, = 0 as its asymptotic derivative. To prove the latter, 
it suffices to show that 
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Note first that since (I + C%)(O) = 0, CB is compact and I -k CB is one- 
to-one, it is not hard to show that there exist a constant wz > 0 such that 
IV+ C+Il > 732 for all 21 EX with I[ 24 ii = 1. Wi 
Now suppose that Eq. (9) is false. Then there exists a sequence {x,,> and a 
constant G > 0 such that /I x, I\ -+ co as n ---f a3 and 
Setting yn = (I + CB)-~X,~ for each n we see that /j yn [I -+ co and x, = 
(I + CB)y, . In view of this, the latter inequality imphes that 
Setting U, =yn/jlyn jl for each n and using the positive homogenity of 
I + CB it follows from the last inequality and (10) that 
II ~(YnNIllYn II a b4iil c IL 
in contradiction to the hypothesis (6). 
Since T has T, = 0 as its asymptotic derivative, it follows that 
N(I - Tm) = N(I) = (0) and consequently, by Proposition 3, Eq. (8) is 
solvable for each f in X, i.e., Eq. (7) is solvable for each f in X. QED. 
We complete this section with the following observation which extends 
Lemma 2 in [2] to asymptotically linear k-ball contractions. The proof is 
based on the theory of generalized degree [16, 121, the properties of linear 
maps [4, 131, the index results in [18] and the line of arguments used in [2]- 
PROPOSITION 6. Let T: X-t X k-ball corztractive with k < 1 and T, 
as its asymptotic derivative such that I - T, is one-to-olle. Let x1 and xB be 
solutions of Eq. (a) such that x1 + xg , T has .Frechet derivatives Tl = T’(q) 
at xi , and h = 1 is not an eigenvalue of Tit, i = 1,2. ZInder the above conditions, 
Eq. (a) (i.e., x - Tx = y) has at least three distinct sobtiom. 
Proof. Since T, is k-ball contractive with k < 1, and I - T, is one- 
to-one, there exist c > 0 and p0 > 0 such that jj x - T,x jl > c /j x I[ for x E X9 
and II T,(x) - T,x II < (c/2)/l x Ii f or x E X, with ij x (1 > fe, where T,,(x) = 
T(x) + y. Thus, for p 2 p,, , the homotopy Ht : B(O, p) x [O, 11 ---f X given 
by H&c) = tT,(x) + (1 - t)Tm( .1: IS such that deg(1 - Ht , B(0, p), U) is ) . 
well defined and constant in t E [0, 11. This and the fact that I - T, is 
one-to-one imply that deg(l - T, , B(0, p), 0) = deg(1 - T, , B(0, p), 0) = 
fl. Since I - Ti’ is one-one, there exist rI > 0 and Pi > 0 such that xi is the 
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only solution of Eq. (a) in B(x$ , ri) and, by Proposition 4 in [18], 
degQ - T, , B(x~ , yi), 0) = (-l)‘,, where pi is the sum of the multiplicities 
of the eigenvalues X > 1 of Ti', i = 1,2. In particular, 
deg(I - TV, B(xi, YJ, 0) = 51, i = 1, 2. 
Letting p > max{ll xl II + r, , I/ X, jl + rs , p,,} and using the additivity of the 
generalized degree [16, 121 we get the equality 
fl = deg(l- T,,B(O,p),O) = deg(I- l;,B(.xl ,r&O) 
This equality implies that deg(l - TV , B(0, p)/& B(x, , ri), 0) # 0. Hence 
there exists at least one fixed point in B(0, p) which is distinct from X, 
and x2 . (See Note Added in Proof.) Q.E.D. 
2. CLASSICAL SOLUTIONS OF NONLINEAR ELLIPTIC 
BOUNDARY T~ALUE PROBLEMS 
In this section we use the result of [7] ( i.e., Proposition 2 for the case when 
T is compact) to establish the existence of classical solutions for nonlinear 
elliptic boundary-value problems of the form 
Lu -p(x, u) = h(x) in Q, Bu = 0 on aQ, (12) 
where L is a uniformly elliptic linear second order differential operator and B 
is a suitable first order boundary operator. As a corollary of our Theorem 2 
below we deduce Amann’s existence theorem [2] and thus provide topological 
arguments for the existence of classical solutions for the nonlinear elliptic 
boundary-value problems treated in [2] by means of the nonlinear monotone 
iteration method. As was pointed out in [2] the boundary-value problems 
discussed in this section attracted a considerable attention during the last 
few years (see [2] for references) since they occur in chemical reactor theory 
and nonlinear diffusion processes. 
The application of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 to integro-differential 
problems to which the results of [7] for compact maps are not applicable will 
be discussed elsewhere. We add that the notation and the definitions of various 
spaces and concepts used in this section are those from [lo, 1 I]. 
Let 01 e (0, 1) be fixed, let Q be a bounded domain in Rn(n > 2) with 
boundary aQ and closure Q, and assume that aQ belongs to the class Cs, . Let 
(13) 
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be a uniformly elliptic operator with real coefficients aij = aji , Eli , a E C,(Q), 
and if /3 = (/3r ,.,., j&J denotes an outward pointing vector field on aQ with 
,Ri E G+,(aQ> and au/@ = Crzl BiUz, , we let B denote the boundary operator 
(see PI> 
where we assume that either 6 = 0 and 6’(x) = I (Dirichlet boundary 
operator), or 6 = 1 and 0 E C,,,(aQ) (Y i eumann or regular oblique derivative 
boundary operator); in the latter case we also assume that 0(x) > 0, and that 
a(x) and 6(x) are not both identically zero. For a given real-valued function 
p: Q x R -+ R we denote by P the Nemytskii operator defined for 1~: Q -+ R 
by 
P(u)(x) = p(x, u(x)) for all x E$. 
In this section we consider the nonlinear boundary-value problems of the 
form 
Lu - P(u) = h(x) in Q, Bu = 0 on aQ> (15) 
where h E C&(Q). By a solution of (15) we mean a classical solution, i.e., a 
function u E C,(Q) n C,(aQ) which satisfies (15) identically. It follows from 
linear theory (e.g., [lo, 111) that if n(x) < 0, then to each g E CJQ) there 
corresponds a unique u = Kg in C,+,(Q) which identically satisfies the iinear 
boundary-value problem 
Lu=g in ,o , Bu=O on i3Q. 061 
This correspondence defines a linear mapping K of C&3) into C,,(Q). 
Moreover, the Agmon-Douglis-Nirenberg La-estimate [l] 
implies that K maps L,(g), and hence C@>, continuously into Jy,“(Q>~ As 
was pointed out by Amann [2], in view of this and the Morrey estimates for 
p >, (1 - OI)-ln, the space IVDz(Q) is in fact continuously imbedded into 
C,+,(Q). Hence, since C1,&3) is compactly imbedded in the space C(Q), the 
linear operator K is compact as a mapping from C(Q) into C(Q). 
Using the above discussion, the result of [7] (i.e., Proposition 2 for the 
case when T is o-ball contractive), and Remark 1 we are now in position 
to establish the Fredholm alternative for the nonlinear boundary-value 
probIem (15). 
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THEOREM 2. Let the coejkients of L and I3 satisfy the above conditions 
with the additional assumption that a(x) < 0 and let h(x) be a given function in 
C,(Q). Suppose p(x, t) ’ f zs a uric son in CM@ x R) such that there exist a-function t. 
a&x) > 0 and real numbers A, y and q such that 
I P(X, t) - At I < %I(~) + rl I t P, xQ,+n<t<Lm, (17) 
with a, E C,(g), q > 0 and 0 < y < 1. Under the above conditions the following 
alternative holds for (15): 
(a) Ether the nonlinear boundary-value problem (15) has a solution for 
each h E Ca@), or the problem, 
Lu - Au = 0 in Q, Bu = 0 on aQ, (18) 
has nontrivial solutions. In the latter case, assuming additionally that 
(KP(u) - Xu) E R(I - AK) f or all u E C(g), the problem (15) is solvable 
for a given h E C&&) $K(h) E R(I - AK). 
(b) If h > 0, then the problem (15) is always solvable for each h E C&g). 
Proof. In view of the above discussion and the fact that h E C&(Q) and 
p E CJQ x R), a simple argument shows that the solvability of the nonlinear 
boundary-value problem (15) is equivalent to the solvability of the nonlinear 
equation, 
u - KP(u) = h, , h, = K(h), (19) 
in the Banach space C(Q), where K is a compact linear mapping of C(g) into 
C(Q). Since P is continuous on C(Q) and maps bounded sets in C(Q) into 
bounded sets in C(Q), it follows that T = KP: C(Q) + C(Q) is compact 
(i.e., O-ball contractive). Furthermore, in view of the condition (17), T is 
asymptotically linear with T, = AK as its asymptotic derivative. Indeed, it 
follows from (17) that 
Consequently, 
II Z-U - ~Ku Ml u II - 0 as I] zc Ii 3 co. 
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Since K: C(Q) - C(&) is compact, the asymptotic derivative T, = hK of T 
is also compact. 
(a) Now, since the nonlinear boundary-value problem (15) is equivalent 
to the equation (19) in C(g) while the problem (18) is equivalent to the 
homogeneous equation 
u - T,u = 0 in C(Q) with T, -+ XK, (20) 
the assertion (a) of Theorem 2 follows from Proposition 2 and Remark 1. 
(b) If h = 0, then T, = 0 and in this case N(I - 1,) -N(l) =(O> and 
therefore, by Proposition 3, the problem (15) is solvable for each h G Cm@). 
If h > 0, then the maximum principle implies that the problem (18) has only 
the trivial solution and in this case Proposition 3 implies that the problem (15) 
is also solvable for each h E CJP). Q.E.D. 
Renzavk 3. If in the hypothesis (17) of Theorem 2 the number h is 
negative and if the problem (18) h as nontrivial solutions, then for the second 
part of Theorem 2 (a) to be of practical usefulness one needs to know explicitly 
the nature of K or, equivalently, one needs to investigate the homogeneous 
problem which is adjoint to the problem (18). For this one must impose 
stronger conditions on the coefficients of L and B. This problem will be 
treated elsewhere. 
As a corollary of Theorem 2 we deduce the following existence theorem of 
Amann [2] who established it by means of a monotone iteration method. 
COROLLARY 3. Let the coeficients of L and B satisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 2. Suppose there exist functions vl , v2 E C,+.J$) mitlz q(x) < v2(x) 
and ajkzction f E C,@ x [rq , vZ]) such that 
Lv, + Jyv,) z 0 b Q, Bv, < 0 on aQ 
and 
Lv, + F(v,) < 0 in Q, Bv,>O on ag, 
where Q x [vl , v2] f ((x, t)l x E Q, vl(x) < t ,( v2(x)) and, for each 
U: &+ [vl , v,], F(u) is dejined by F(u)(x) =f(x, u(x)) for x GQ. Then there 
e.xists a soh&m u of the boundary-value problenz 
Lu+F(u) =o in Q, Bu = 0 on aQ (211 
such that v1 < u < vZ . 
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Proof. Define the function d E Ca@ x R) by 
I 
f(% f&g) + 744 - t if t < ZIP, 
4x, t) = f (x, t) if z+(X) < t < w%(x), 
feel% + 44 - t if t > v~(x), 
and let D denote the Nemytskii operator associated with d. It was shown in [2] 
that the problem (21) and the problem 
Lu + D(u) = 0 in Q, Bu = 0 on aQ, (22) 
have the same solutions. Indeed, if u is a solution of (22) and 
Q, = {x EQ ] U(X) < z1r(x)}, then w G u - V, satisfies the inequalities 
Lw = Lu - Lv, < -d(x, u) + f (x, v,) = u - q < 0 in Q1 , Bw > 0 on 
aQ1 n aQ, and w = 0 on aQ1 n Q. Hence, by the maximum principle (see 
[15]), U(X) > 0, i.e., Qr = a. This implies that u > vr . Similarly one proves 
that u < 21s . Hence u solves (21). The converse is obvious. 
To complete the proof of Corollary 3, it suffices to show that the function 
p(~, t) = -d(x, t) satisfies the condition (17) of Theorem 2 for suitable 
parameters. Since, as is easily seen, there exists a constant a, > 0 such that 
jjd(x, t) + t Ij < a, for all x E Q and t E (-W, co), it follows that 
I PC? t> - t I < all > i.e., (17) holds for se(x) = a,, , 7 = 0, and X = 1. Hence 
Corollary 3 follows from Theorem 2(b) with k(x) = 0. Q.E.D. 
Note Added in Proof. After this paper had been submitted for publication there 
appeared an article by Herbert Amann entitled “Fixed points of asymptotically linear 
maps in ordered Banach spaces” (1. Funct. A&. 14 (1973), 162-171) in which, among 
other results, it was shown that if P is a total cone in X and if T: P +X is asymp- 
totically linear along P and R-set contractive, then T, 1s is also k-set-contractive. In 
view of the above result, which is also valid for T: X -+ X asymptotically linear and 
k-set-contractive, even our Theorem 1 remains valid when T: X + X is k-set- 
contractive with k < 1 and T’: X* -N X* is k-ball-contractive with T= and Tm* 
as their respective asymptotic derivatives. 
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